APPENDIX C - SERVICE LEVEL 2014

The equity or fee subsidy target for each ward is denoted on the top. The bottom number on the maps, denote the spaces available to accommodate the fee subsidies available to the ward.

Scenario 1: Infant capacity (assumes centres at risk will close)

Scenario 2: Infant capacity (assumes financial resources are available for centres to reconfigure to serve younger children)
APPENDIX C - SERVICE LEVEL 2014 (CONT’D)

The equity or fee subsidy target for each ward is denoted on the top. The bottom number on the maps, denote the spaces available to accommodate the fee subsidies available to the ward.

Scenario 1: Toddler capacity (assumes centres at risk will close)

Scenario 2: Toddler capacity (assumes financial resources are available for centres to reconfigure to serve younger children)